Minimizing the energy consumption of battery-powered sensors is an essential consideration in sensor network applications, and sleep/wake scheduling mechanism has been proved to an efficient approach to handling this issue. In this article, a coverage-guaranteed distributed sleep/wake scheduling scheme is presented with the purpose of prolonging network lifetime while guaranteeing network coverage. Our scheme divides sensor nodes into clusters based on sensing coverage metrics and allows more than one node in each cluster to keep active simultaneously via a dynamic node selection mechanism. Further, a dynamic refusal scheme is presented to overcome the deadlock problem during cluster merging process, which has not been specially investigated before. The simulation results illustrate that CDSWS outperforms some other existed algorithms in terms of coverage guarantee, algorithm efficiency and energy conservation.
Introduction
With the advances in digital signal processing, RF techniques and low-power hardware manufacturing and integration, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have attracted increasing interests in recent years [1] . A WSN is structured with a certain number of tiny sensor devices, and each device has the abilities of computation, storage, and communication, which enable it to collect sensing data and conduct data processing tasks about the environment, and to generate and deliver helpful information on the monitored objects to the base station for decision making [2] . The appearance of WSNs has significantly changed various kinds of remote sensing applications such as environmental and ecological monitoring of natural habitats, smart homes, and military areas [3] .
In order to provide high-quality data service, a multilevel of sensing coverage and network connectivity is needed in the practical implementation of a WSN. That is, any point in the region should be covered by more than one sensor. Therefore, wireless sensors are usually densely deployed on the target field [4] , that is, many sensors can detect an event, deliver and receive the sensed data packets simultaneously, which will cause redundant communication overhead and thereby leads to large amount of energy consumption. Due to the facts that wireless sensors are physically small and must use extremely limited power or energy, the network lifetime is an essential consideration in sensor network applications. Moreover, a WSN is usually deployed in hostile fields or under harsh environments [5] where manually recharging batteries for sensors is not feasible, one typical alternative approach to energy saving is to turn off some sensors and activate only a necessary set of sensors while providing a good sensing coverage and network connectivity simultaneously [6] . A good sleep/ wake scheduling has to provide an even distribution of energy consumption among sensor nodes so that the network lifetime is extended [7] .
Several schemes have been proposed in the literature to determine how many and which nodes should be allowed to sleep [7] , and they can be divided into distributed sleep/wake scheduling schemes [8] [9] [10] [11] and centralized sleep/wake scheduling mechanisms [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Generally, centralized sleep/wake scheduling algorithms are appropriate only for stationary targets or moving targets with known and static movement patterns [17] , and it is easy to achieve more precise scheduling results. However, for an unknown and dynamically changing movement environment, the centralized sleep/wake scheduling algorithms are not flexible enough to adapt themselves to these changes. Another drawback for the centralized ones is that sleeping nodes should have the ability to receive messages all the time, and their receiving antenna cannot be switched off. In addition, a powerful base station [14] is used for centralized scheduling to perform a large amount of computation and communication tasks, and it is dificult for the base station to maintain the global information of the whole network, which will lead to a large amount of data transmission, and thereby cause more energy consumption. On the other hand, most of these distributed sleep/wake scheduling schemes make the sensors self-organized to carry out network tasks, which have less messaging cost and better adaptability to dynamic conditions [16] . Moreover, distributed algorithms are scalable and can work independently for a long time.
However, there are still several major limitations in prior distributed sleep/wake scheduling algorithms. First, it is inconvenient for sensors to maintain sensing coverage and connectivity of the entire network by using these distributed algorithms due to the fact that only local information is used for sensors to decide their status. For example, in [8] , an adaptive partitioning scheme called connectivity-based partition approach (CPA) was presented for sleep scheduling and topology control in WSNs, CPA divides the network into several groups, only one node in each group will be selected to be active to form a backbone network. Since the communication radius of sensors is applied in group partitioning stage, the proposed algorithm ensures the effective connectivity of the network, but does not consider the problem of sensing coverage. A geographical adaptive fidelity (GAF) algorithm [18] partitions the nodes into multiple equalsize squared cells based on their geographic locations, and one node in each cell remains active, GAF also ensures network connectivity, but ignores sensing coverage. The authors in [6] also developed a distributed adaptive sleep scheduling algorithm (DASSA) for WSNs with partial coverage, which suits only for temperature or humidity monitoring. Second, most of the distributed algorithms [6, 8, 14, 17, 19, 20] assume that only one node in each cluster or group is active while others are shut off, which is usually effective in early stage of the network lifetime, and once some nodes are failed to sense and communicate, this mechanism may lead to poor quality of service (QoS) of the network. Third, the deadlock problem arising from resource contention has received little attention in the past, which will result in degraded network performance in distributed sleep/wake scheduling. A deadlock is a persistent and circular-wait condition in forming a cluster or a group [8] , where each potential cluster head delivers a merging request message to another cluster, and may involve in a deadlock waiting indefinitely for the merging respond from other nodes while not answering other merging requests [21] .
Motivated by above limitations, a novel distributed coverage-guaranteed sleep/wake scheduling algorithm called CDSWS is proposed in this article. In CDSWS, a cluster hierarchy based network framework is considered, and a minimum number of nodes are selected to be active to monitor the area while maintaining better coverage and connectivity in this article. We assume in this article that communication radius of a sensor is equal to or greater than twice of its sensing radius, which has been proved that the coverage of a region implies connectivity of the network [22] . Moreover, a sensor is selected to be in sleep mode based on its sensing radius. That is, if a sensor is in the sleep mode, its whole working area can also be covered by other active nodes, which does not affect whole coverage performance. Thus, any point in the region can be covered by those active nodes and any two active nodes are connected. In addition, a dynamic node selection mechanism is also adopted in each cluster to maintain network performance. Unlike prior work, more sensors in each cluster are allowed to be active simultaneously. Finally, in order to overcome the deadlock problem in clusters merging, a set of rules are illustrated to avoid existing deadlocks. For each clusterhead, when it sends request to other clusters while receiving other requests simultaneously, obtaining respond from its requesting object or answering other requests is determined by these rules, consequently, merging delay and energy consumption are reduced.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief literature overview. We introduce the motivation and present our solution in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose our coverage-guaranteed scheduling framework and the corresponding algorithms to support our scheduling framework. In Section 5, we present simulation and experiment results to demonstrate the efficiency of the work and compare it with other scheduling techniques. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed scheme are discussed in Section 6.
Literature review
Almost all the literature treat the objective of sleep/wake scheduling as minimizing energy consumption or maximizing sensor network lifetime [23] . However, they make quite different assumptions regarding the sensors and the sensor network, and also propose different approaches in their applications. These approaches can be divided into centralized and decentralized scheduling, deterministic and random scheduling, layer-based scheduling (MAC layer, routing layer, application layer). In this section, we will summary the recent sleep/wake scheduling algorithms.
Turning off some nodes in the network and using only a necessary set of nodes for information collection and packet delivery is one popular way of energy conservation [16] . GAF uses geographic location information to divide a sensing region into equal-sized grid cells, and each cell of the grid is square shaped, only one node is active in each grid, then forms a backbone network to maintain connectivity [21] . In [24] , a few nodes are selected as coordinators which remain active for packet routing, and other nodes go into the sleep state according to a sleep/ wake cycle specified by the coordinators. In [25] , a node decides to go into sleep mode if there is an active neighbor within its sensing range, and its sleeping period is self-adjusted dynamically. Otherwise, it remains active. However, this method does not need the location information. The mechanism that randomly selected idle sensors to go into the sleep mode is allowed in the scheduling [26] to save energy. The data packets for sleeping nodes are temporarily stored at the active nodes in their neighbors, and the sleeping sensors wake up periodically to retrieve the stored packets from their neighboring nodes. This method usually leads to packet delay. An adaptive partitioning scheme of sensor networks for node scheduling and topology control was presented in [8] to reduce energy consumption. Sensors are partitioned into several groups according to the measured connectivity between pair-wise nodes, which varies prior partitioning approaches based on sensor locations. In each group, only one node is active while others are put into sleep mode. The authors formulated a constrained optimal graph partition problem to study sleep/wake scheduling with topology control. A distributed heuristic approach called CPA was proposed. The authors in [6] also developed a DASSA for WSNs with partial coverage, which does not require location information of sensors while maintaining network connectivity and satisfying a user defined coverage requirement. A common character among above scheduling schemes is that these active nodes form a backbone network to assure network connectivity without considering sensing coverage.
Some coverage-preserving scheduling algorithms were discussed in [17, [27] [28] [29] . In [27] , each node in the network autonomously and periodically makes decisions on whether to turn on or turn off itself only depending on its local neighbor information. To preserve sensing coverage, a node will turn it off when other active neighbors can help it to cover its whole working area. Optimal CoveragePreserving Scheme (OCoPS) [28] extends the center angles calculation method described by [27] , based on the proposal of a wake-up strategy, a new decision algorithm is illustrated to decide the node status by exchanging local information. Aiming at dynamic point coverage, a scheduling algorithm based on learning automata is proposed in [17] , the advantage is that less auxiliary messages are needed to be delivered between nodes, and each node in the network is equipped with a set of learning automata which determine when and which node should be in active or asleep state according to environmental information. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the existing methods. A coverage-adaptive random sensor scheduling [29] was also presented to meet the desired sensing coverage specified by the users. However, the above methods pay little attention to network connectivity.
The Sense-Sleep Tree (SS-Tree) [10] uses flow models and mathematical programming to the network in accordance with the classification tree structure to solve sleep scheduling. It uses the tree structure of the network scheduling and graph theory was applied to form SS-Tree, the method has a high computing complexity and cannot work in the complex situation. The authors in [12] investigated the cross-layer sleep/wake scheduling design in service-oriented WSNs, the purpose of this study is to minimize the energy consumption and guarantee that enough sensors are active to provide all required network performances. The sleep scheduling is considered to be NP-hard, and a heuristic linear programming based solution is also presented. However, they assume that each service has a known requirement on the number of active sensors based on the historical service composition requests in the system, which may not be the case in practice.
Some centralized scheduling approaches have been investigated. A cluster-based hierarchical network was considered in [14] , in this structure, sleep/wake scheduling problem was illustrated based on multi-hop communication. Unlike prior work, this article considered the effect of synchronization error in their sleep/wake scheduling algorithm. Most of computation tasks are performed in a base station which uses the sub-gradient method and computes the capture probability thresholds, then tells the sensor nodes and the nodes decide the wake-up schedule themselves. A centralized sleep scheduling algorithm based on integer linear programming was presented in [6] , which calculates the lifetime using the global information of the whole network based on the assumption that the global knowledge of sensor locations and energies is known. According to their proposed scheme, sensors allowed to sleep can be intermittently inactive to reduce energy consumption and thus extend network lifetime. In [30] , the authors assumed that all sensors were supplied with approximately the same amount of initial energy and studied the coefficient of variation of energy consumption of three different sleep scheduling schemes: the randomized scheduling (RS) scheme, the distance-based scheduling (DS) scheme, and the Balanced energy Scheduling (BS) scheme. The proposed algorithm is also performed by a cluster head.
More accurate scheduling results will be achieved by suing the centralized approaches, which also lead to a large amount of data transmission and computation.
Another fundamental issue is the deadlock problem in distributed computing and several deadlock avoiding mechanisms for sensor network applications have been illustrated in the prior literature. However, the aforementioned mechanisms were designed for distributed edge-coloring [31] , determining d-dominating sets for coverage tier [32] and secure data aggregation [33] . One possible deadlock scenario will occur for sensors to selforganize into clusters or groups. However, little attention has been given to the deadlock problem in sleep/ wake scheduling.
Motivation and major considerations
In this section, we analyze several limitations of the existing studies that motivate us to make the nodes selforganize into clusters in pure distributed manner. We also give the main strategies to overcome these limitations.
Motivation
In CPA, sensors are partitioned into several groups based on their measured connectivity between nodes instead of their location information. The process of CPA starts from the initial partition where each node forms a unique group, and two groups are continuously merged into a larger one. CPA has more flexibility because it can achieve k-connectivity of the backbone network and switch node status within each group after the partitioning process is finished. Meanwhile, constrained optimal graph partition problem is used to formulate group partitioning, and a distributed implementation of CPA is illustrated. However, it still suffers from several limitations.
First, sensing coverage and network connectivity are two important issues that considerably influence the QoS of an entire network system. However, CPA was designed with the purpose of maintaining the network connectivity, and the sensing coverage was not taken into consideration. The lack of coverage guarantee will clearly render the network more prone to node failures and produce more coverage holes, which will lead to poor network monitoring performance.
Second, in the group merging process of CPA, a priority value is assigned for each two completely adjacent groups, which is given by priority = k 1 (1-a) + k 2 b + R, where k 1 and k 2 are coefficients, a indicates the level of equivalence between these two groups, b is the ratio of energy in these two groups to the total energy of the entire network, R is a random value uniformly distributed in [0,1]. As a result, the appropriate assignment enables pairwise groups with a lower priority value to merge first. It is noteworthy that the calculation of the total energy has to rely on a centralized scheme of information collection that is apparently run contrary to the concept of distributed computation. In practice, numerous data relays among nodes are required to figure out the total energy of the network, thereby increasing the execution complexity. Apart from the execution complexity, the data arrived at sensor nodes tend to be outof-date due to the severe network delay, so the priority value that obtained may be imprecise.
Third, severe deadlocks potentially exist during the process of group merging in CPA. For instance, a request circle will occur among three groups when each group sends simultaneously a merging request to its next group in the circle as shown in Figure 1 , and each group do not answer the merging request from its last group. Thus, a deadlock is generated and no further merging process will continue. Generally, a time-out mechanism or a multi-round technique can be exploited to address deadlock problems. However, these approaches will incur undesirable resources abuse in terms of time delay and energy consumption.
Finally, in the startup phase of nodes scheduling in CPA, a large communication over-head will be produced because each node in one group broadcasts a message to announce its inclination to be the head node, which will results in not only energy inefficiency but transmission interferences among sensor nodes. Besides, the node with the maximum residual energy will be selected as the head theoretically by setting the time delay for each node inversely proportional to its residual energy. However, it is usually not the case in practice because of the network delay and poor signal quality.
In our scheme, we modify the group merging constraints and priority formulation, and then introduce a dynamic unlocking method in conjunction with a novel nodes scheduling scheme. In consequence, substantial improvement will be achieved in terms of coverage support and algorithm efficiency.
Sensing coverage guarantee
Our CDSWS partition sensors into several clusters based on their sensing coverage rather than measured connectivity. Since it has been proven that if the radio range of the sensor is equal to or greater than twice the sensing range, i.e., r c ≥ 2r s , complete sensing coverage implies network connectivity [22] . In other words, in case of r c ≥ 2r s , we only need to consider the sensing coverage.
Consider that the sensor nodes are divided into multiple clusters. At any given time, only a few sensors are selected from different clusters to be in active status, while others are put into sleep mode to conserve the precious energy. To maintain a nearly full coverage, the area that can be monitored by the active sensors should be almost equal to the area that can be monitored by all sensors. Hence, the coverage disks of these active sensors should intersect one another within each cluster. However, if two neighboring clusters are not densely connected, they cannot be merged into a larger one.
In terms of minimizing the number of sensors used in deployment, an efficient method to cover the monitored region is to deploy sensors in a triangular pattern with √ 3r s as the length of a side [34] , that is, if the distance between each two nodes within the same cluster is no more than √ 3r s , their coverage disks will be densely connected.
In CDSWS, the concept of neighboring clusters is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Neighboring clusters): Let A and B be two different clusters, for any node x i in A and any node x j in B, A and B are said to be neighboring clusters if
where, d(x i , x j ) denotes the distance between x i and x j . Denote that the numbers of sensors in A and B are N A and N B . For any x i
A and
s , then the connection value between x i and x j is referred to be 1, say c ij = 1. Thereby, the connectivity intensity between clusters A and B can be calculated as
The calculation of connectivity intensity is executed along with the cluster-forming operation. Clusters A and B can be merged only when C AB = 1, i.e., A and B are neighboring clusters. Moreover, in order to guarantee the coverage-connectivity in the scheduling process, there must exist at least one other cluster (denoted as D) that can satisfy C AD and C BD simultaneously. Hence, the connectivity of the area covered by active sensors of these given two clusters A and B can be guaranteed.
Priority design in cluster merging
In cluster merging, each two adjacent clusters that matches sensing coverage requirement is assigned with a utility value. For a given cluster, there may exist several candidate clusters that can be merged with, and only one cluster is allowed to be merged with the given cluster in our algorithm. Therefore, we rank the candidate merging clusters according to their utility value and the one with lower utility value is merged ultimately until no candidate merging clusters satisfy merging requirement.
For a given cluster, several candidate clusters may exist to form different pairwise clusters, if two or more of them have not only the same but the least cluster size. The problem that which one should be merged with the given cluster will become a challenge for the distribute environment. In our algorithm, we introduce a random value distributed in 0 [1] in the priority formulation to solve this issue. Specifically, to balance energy distribution among all clusters, merging priority should be given to the cluster pairwise with the least sensors. One reason is that it will spend more time for sensor nodes in small-size clusters to be in active status due to periodically alternative working mechanism, which thereby leads to unbalanced energy distribution among clusters. Furthermore, it is convenient for the cluster heads to maintain only the sensor number information of their clusters, thus avoiding collection of the nodes' residual energy which is hard to implement. For any two adjacent clusters A i and A j , the number of sensors in them are size(A i ) and size(A j ), respectively. The priority value is given by
where, R is a random value uniformly distributed in [0,1].
Dynamic refusal scheme
A purely distributed algorithm is characterized by concurrency which may bring deadlocks. There are four necessary and sufficient conditions for a deadlock to occur.
(a) Mutual exclusion condition. There is a kind of resource that cannot be used by more than one process at a time. In the cluster merging process, for example, each cluster can simultaneously merge with only one another cluster at most.
(b) Hold and wait condition. Processes already holding resources may request new resources held by other processes. During cluster merging, each cluster holds a resource (i.e., the cluster itself) and meantime waits for another cluster that holds the same resource to merge with.
(c) No preemption condition. No resources can be forcibly removed from a process that holds it, and resources can be released only by the explicit action of the process. A cluster who broadcasts a merging request would not accept a merging request from other clusters.
(d) Circular wait condition. Two or more processes form a circular chain where each process waits for a resource that the next process in the chain holds. Given that the sensor nodes are homogeneous and the clusters are equal with each other, it is reasonable to suppose that circular waiting does exist during cluster merging.
Considering the severe consequence brought by deadlock, it is necessary to design an approach to break at least one of the four conditions that would produce a deadlock. Here, we introduce a dynamic refusal scheme to combat the deadlock problem through avoiding circular-waiting.
Specifically, each initiative cluster opens a timer and creates a variable named WaitPossibility after delivering the request for merging, the value of which indicates the possibility of accepting the request and refusing other requests. This value is initially set to 0.9, and then decreases by a fixed rate with time until it reaches zero. During cluster forming process, a cluster that receives a merging request will first check the source of the request rather than directly accept it, if the source is one of its merging targets, the cluster can deliver an acknowledge to accept the request with a possibility of the value of WaitPossibility (particularly, 0 means a refusal).
Sleep/wake scheduling
Due to the fact that sensors within the same cluster are densely deployed, the connectivity of the area covered by active sensors can be guaranteed. It is noteworthy that the selection of active sensors in different clusters is independent from others. Thus, to evaluate the connectivity between the cluster and its neighboring clusters, a connection value for each cluster (denoted as A) is calculated as follow.
It can be seen from (4) that the connection value for each cluster is evaluated by the summation of the connectivity intensities between A and its neighboring clusters. In addition, we can see that if CON A is larger than a given threshold h, only one sensor with the highest energy is needed to be active. Otherwise, two sensors are required to keep in active mode in cluster A.
CDSWS: coverage-guaranteed distributed sleep/ wake scheduling
We considered the scenario where nodes are densely deployed into a region of interest. That means that only some nodes are selected to be active to maintain sensing coverage and network connectivity. The goal of our CDSWS is to partition these nodes into clusters, and at least one node in each cluster is allowed to be active to perform monitoring task. Meanwhile, nodes in the same clusters work alternatively to save energy. Our CDSWS has three major phases: initialization phase, cluster forming phase and sleep/wake scheduling phase.
In this scheme, each cluster is a basic running unit. First it runs an initiative thread to search any clusters that can be merged with, and then opens a listener for receiving messages from other clusters. The initiative thread can be divided into two parts, i.e., initiative searching and merging. In order to control the distributed process, we specify six states for each cluster to differentiate its working status.
Decision
A cluster is said to be in Decision state when it has not sent its merging request or has already finished a round of merging process, and this cluster can accept merging requests from other clusters in this state.
Contending
A cluster that has decided its merging target and has sent the request message will go into this state so that this cluster can deal with the request from other clusters through the dynamic refusal mechanism.
Waiting A cluster will be switched into Waiting state immediately after responding an initiative cluster, and wait for a corresponding merging instruction until waiting delay exhausts or receiving a instruction.
Locking
The cluster will stop searching, namely entering Locking state, while all of its neighboring clusters enter the merging process. Its locking level is determined by the number of lock messages from its neighboring clusters.
Merging
Two neighboring clusters who reach an agreement to merge with each other will both start the Merging process regardless of other merging requests.
Disposed
When two clusters are successfully merged into a new and larger one, their IDs will be disposed from the memory of their respective head nodes and neighbors.
Each cluster switches between these six states in the cluster forming process until the whole process ends. Besides, because the process runs in a distributed manner, it is necessary for the nodes and cluster heads to memorize several important variables of the algorithm, which are shown in Tables 1 and 2 .
Initialization phase
In the initialization phase, sensor nodes transmit and receive packets randomly after they are deployed. Therefore, every node obtains the location information of its neighbors. The proposed algorithm is a distributed heuristic algorithm, it starts from the initial partition where each node forms a unique cluster while being the head itself and opens a listener preparing to receive messages from other clusters. These clusters enter Locking state first, and then broadcast a message to search for neighbors and memorize their IDs while wait responses. Afterwards, the cluster head sends an UPDATE message to its neighbors, which contains the basic information of the cluster. As long as a cluster receives an UPDATE message from each of its neighbors, it goes into Decision state. At the end of the initialization phase, nodes move to the cluster forming phase where two potential clusters will be merged into a large one through a user predefined iterative process until no cluster pairs can be further merged.
Cluster forming phase
Once all the clusters have entered Decision state, each of them creates a thread to run the initiative searching process. Meanwhile, its listener keeps open and waits for messages. The initiative searching process consists of three steps. First, each cluster calculates its merging priority by using the information of its neighbors as mentioned in Section 3. If a cluster finds a target to merge with, it will memorize the ID of the target and enter into Contending state and it will stop the whole merging process. Second, under the former circumstance in step 1, the cluster delivers a MERGE_REQ message to the target and opens a timer while the value of WaitPossibility is set to 0.9 which will be decreased over time. Third, the cluster waits for a reply from the target until its state is turned into Disposed. The procedure of initiative searching is summarized in Algorithm 1.
The listener of a cluster works all the time during the whole merging process, and it responses each received message from other clusters. To distinguish the received messages with distinct functions, we design a number of message heads for the listener and their corresponding trigger shown in Algorithms 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
MERGE_REQ
It is a merging request which is sent by an initiative cluster to its merging target.
MERGE_ACK
It is an acknowledgement of MERGE_REQ. A cluster that receives a MERGE_REQ and in Contending or Waiting state will first check the source (namely ID of this source node) of the message according to the content of its MergingTarget. If the source is one of its merging target, the cluster either deliver a MERGE_ACK to accept the request or refuse it by using the dynamic refusal scheme.
MERGE_NAK
It is a refusal of MERGE_REQ. A cluster that receives a merging request but not in Decision or Contending state will deliver a MERGE_NAK to refuse this request. As to a cluster that receives a MERGE_NAK, its state will transfer into Decision and then initiate next searching. 
MERGE
This is a merging rule for two clusters. If a cluster is not in MERGING state, it will check whether the merging message is from its mergingTarget. If yes, the merging begins and both of these clusters first turn their states into Merging, the cluster with more sensor nodes will be the initiative one and its cluster head will record the information of the new merged cluster. After two clusters are merged, they will be in DECISION state.
CANCEL
It is a cancellation of its former merging request sent by an initiative cluster to its merging target. A cluster in the state of Waiting will reset the content of MergingTarget and go into Decision state when it receives this CANCEL message.
LOCK
It is a locking signal. Clusters stepping into Merging state, namely starting merging, will broadcast a LOCK message. A cluster that not being in the state of Merging or Waiting will raise its locking level by 1 while receiving one LOCK, and go into the state of Locking while the locking level is high than 0.
UPDATE
It carries information of an initiative cluster that has already been merged with another one. When a cluster in the state of Locking receives a UPDATE message, its locking level will decrease by 1, and it will transfer into Decision state if the lock level is 0.
DISPOSED
Its content is the information of a passive cluster that has been merged by another. When the cluster in the state of Locking receives this message, its lock level will decrease by 1 as well as receiving a UPDATE message. The whole flow diagram of cluster forming is shown in Figure 2. 
Sleep/wake scheduling phase
Once the cluster forming process is completed, every cluster starts the process of sleep/wake scheduling. In order to save energy, only one or two nodes with highest residual energy in each cluster are required to keep active, while others turn off their radio devices, i.e., being asleep.
In the continuous data-gathering mechanism, each sensor node in a given cluster works periodically. At the beginning of sleep/wake scheduling, all the nodes have to keep active to configure the network, i.e., active node(s) selection. Generally, node(s) with highest energy will undertake the sensing task in a cluster. The cluster head decides which node(s) should be in active state. In one cluster, the cluster head delivers a WORK message to order the selected node(s) to perform its/their duty as working node(s), moreover, one of which is told to be the head node in the next period. Meanwhile, the head delivers a SLEEP message to all of the rest nodes. All the sleeping nodes will wake up and send a WORK_REQ to the cluster head to participate in node(s) selection when the next round comes. While receiving WORK_REQs from all the sleeping nodes in the cluster, the head will run the process of selecting active nodes. The procedures that deal with distinct messages are summarized in Algorithm 7.
Time complexity analysis
Now we analyze the complexity of CPA and CDSWS. We only analyze cluster or group merging phase because it significantly affects the time connectivity of whole algorithms. Assume that n sensors are deployed into an area of interest, and the average connectivity degree is m. In CPA, the connectivity level for every node is firstly measured, and complexity of calculating the connectivity level is O(n 2 ). Another important phase is the group merging which includes calculating merging priority and ranking. In the process of calculating merging priority, the maximum value of connectivity for each group is m. So the complexity of executing union or intersection operation for every two candidate groups is O(m 2 ). It is also required to measure the level of equivalence between these two groups, which can be indicated as a cartesian product of two groups, so the connectivity becomes
. Further, the ratio of energy in two groups to the total energy of the entire network is then calculated, and the complexity is O(n + 2m). Thus, the complexity of calculating merging priority is approximate to O(nm 2 ). In the process of sorting merging priority for all candidate merging groups, because the number of groups is uncertain in each iteration and the maximum value is n, the complexity can be denoted as O(n). Therefore, in each iteration of the merging and ranking phase, the complexity is O(n) + O(nm 2 ), and the maximum number of iterations does not exceed n, so the complexity is O(n 2 ) + O(n 2 m 2 ). Therefore, the whole complexity of CPA is
. In CDSWS, we only calculate the time complexity for each node because our CDSWS is a distributed scheme. After sensors are initially deployed, each node records information from at most m adjacent nodes, and the complexity is O(m). Unlike CPA, CDSWS only ranks candidate nodes or clusters that satisfy merging conditions, and the number of candidate nodes or clusters does not exceed m. Normally, the number of merging requests of nodes is larger than m but smaller than m 2 because not all the merging requests can be really achieved due to concurrency of nodes. Therefore, the whole complexity of each node in our CDSWS does not exceed O(m 3 ). Actually, the run time of each node may not be fully in accordance with the above theoretical analysis due to concurrency of nodes, even so, our CDSWS still performs better than CPA in time complexity.
Performance evaluation

System configuration
Our algorithm is simulated with homogenous sensors randomly deployed in square areas. Both the communication radius and sensing radius are fixed in each experiment, and the value of which varies in different experiments. It is also assumed that each node has an initial energy of 500 Units and 1 s of work costs 1 Unit of energy. To simulate the behavior of sensor nodes as in real environment, a 30 ms delay is added in each communication. Figure 2 The whole flow diagram of cluster merging phase.
Nan
Cluster merging
The dynamic refusal scheme is a key technique to tackle circular waiting, which further improves the efficiency of clusters forming. In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of dynamic refusal scheme on cluster forming in terms of merging time.
Here, a WSN is con figured with different sensor densities (say 1-5 sensors per grid) randomly deployed in a 100 × 100 square area which is divided into 25 grids with the size of 20 × 20 for each. In order to compare the performance of our algorithm with that of CPA, the communication radius and sensing radius are set equal to those in CPA, say 40 √ 5 and 20 √ 5 , respectively. To reduce the effects of stochastic factors involved in the test, we run this experiment 30 times and then average the results. Figure 3 shows that the merging efficiency is significantly improved by using the dynamic refusal scheme, especially for the deployments with higher node density. For example, approximately 30 s is reduced with the deployment of five nodes per grid. Figure 4 shows that the merging time cost per node decreases to around 0.25 s by a 0.1 s from nearly 0.35 s with the deployment of one node in each grid, and even 0.2 s is saved when there are five nodes in each grid. With higher node density, both the total merging time and the merging time per node increase almost linearly, which should be attributed to the increasing frequency of merging and information exchanges. However, both of them can be significantly reduced by using our dynamic refusal scheme, this can be interpreted under the scenario where circular waiting will more possibly occur as node density increases, the efficiency of cluster forming will deteriorate due to frequent and unavoidable failures to merging handshaking.
In addition, a comparison of average cluster size is made between CPA and our CDSWS. The table below provides the comparison result when the node density is 5. Because parameter controls the minimum degree of the 2-induced graph of the final partition in CPA [8] , we list four different clustering results with different settings. We notice from Table 3 that the average size of each cluster of our algorithm is larger than that of CPA. This is because the merging constraint in CDSWS is relaxed while CPA does not consider the coverage guarantee. In our CDSWS, the average size of each cluster is larger that that of CPA, which means that less clusters are produced. Moreover, in most cases, the connection value between a cluster and its neighbors is larger that the threshold, only one sensor in each cluster needs to be in active state. Therefore, a minimum number of nodes are selected to be active.
Sleep/wake scheduling
In this section, we investigate the effects of sleep/wake scheduling. The simulation region is a 100 × 100 square area which is divided into 10 × 10 grids with a grid of 10 × 10 for each. The communication radius and sensing radius are set to 40 √ 5 and 20 √ 5 , respectively, as the same in the cluster forming part. First, we compare our algorithm with CPA in terms of the number of working nodes in the process of sleeping scheduling. Table 4 shows that the number of working nodes in our algorithm during each working round is less than that in CPA, especially when h = 2.4, it achieves the least working nodes, i.e., only 60 nodes for node density 2 and 64 nodes for node density 3. Furthermore, Table 5 also indicates that the coverage rate reaches more than 99% with different values of h. We also show the impact of h on the number of working nodes. In this example, the communication radius and sensing radius are set to 20 and 10, respectively. Figure 5 illustrates the general trend of the number of working nodes. With the growth of the number of deployed nodes, the numbers of working nodes experience a sharp increase first, followed by a comparatively steady and marginal rise. But the corresponding twists show a little difference, say around 75 for the 50 × 50 area. More importantly, the value of shows a strong correlation with the number of working nodes. That is, more working nodes are required to achieve a higher value of h. Moreover, because the average size of each cluster in our scheme is larger that that of CPA, the number of working nodes by our CDSWS is thereby smaller that that of CPA.
Coverage guarantee
In this section, we study the coverage issue. Here, the monitoring area is 50 × 50 which is divided into 25 grids. The communication radius and the sensing radius are 20 and 10, respectively.
In Figure 6 , we observe that the coverage rate becomes higher with the increasing number of deployed sensors. We also investigate the impact h of on sensing coverage in Figure 6 . Here, h is a threshold that controls how many sensors are selected to be active. When deployed sensors are fixed, h larger will lead to more active nodes, which thereby improves the whole sensing coverage. However, h has only a small influence on the sensing coverage for the scenario where sensors are densely deployed. In addition, the coverage rates generated by CDSWS and CPA can achieve almost complete coverage when more than 150 nodes are deployed into the region.
Another experiment is carried out to capture the effect of h on network coverage with the network running. The results are shown in the Figure 7 . In the earlier stage, where the energy of each node is sufficient, the network coverage keeps steady. A higher level and a higher level of coverage is always with a higher value of h. Then, the figure shows a slight fall in the coverage after a long steady process due to energy consumption. Finally, the network coverage degrades dramatically as the energy consumption is aggravated. In contrary to the earlier stage, a higher value of h will result in a lower coverage level. The reason is that more active nodes are required to maintain a higher level of network coverage (denoted by a higher value of h), and nodes will consume energy faster until their failures. Thus, it is impossible to keep a higher level of network coverage by more active nodes. Accordingly, there is an essential tradeoff between coverage guarantee and network lifetime, that is, a higher h indicates a better coverage but a shorter network lifetime, and vice versa. Meanwhile, we simulated the trend of the coverage performance of CPA with the network running. It also shows a slight fall and performs worse than CDSWS when h is set to 2.4 and 3.0.
Network survivability
Finally, we evaluate our CDSWS from the perspective of network survivability which mainly involves the energy consumption of nodes during their working period. Because energy consumption in cluster forming phase is comparatively low, it is not included in this example. Figure 8 shows a comparison between CDSWS and CPA in terms of fraction of survival nodes. Apparently, our algorithm has a stronger survivability than CPA, especially at the end of network lifetime since the scheduling by CDSWS makes the energy consumption of nodes in each cluster more balanced and needs fewer working nodes than CPA. In other words, nodes in network with CDSWS have a considerably long survivalcycle.
Conclusion
This article studied the sleep/wake scheduling problem in WSNs and proposed a new CDSWS to improve network performance. There are three advantages in this algorithm, i.e., coverage guarantee, algorithm efficiency, and energy balance. Coverage is a fundamental QoS of topology control in WSNs, we studied coverage provision based on a prior proof that if the radio range of sensor is equal to or greater than twice the sensing range, then complete coverage implies connectivity, as a result, the network connectivity is provided as well. Second, algorithm efficiency is another essential aspect of our proposed algorithm. Due to the fact that inefficient ones always produce long time delay and energy dissipation, this problem was thereby investigated by avoiding deadlock during cluster forming phase. Accordingly, we designed a dynamic refusal scheme to break circularwaiting by setting a time-varying possibility in each cluster, which determines whether a merging request should be accepted. The last but not least important, we obtained an energy-balanced network by allowing more than one node in each cluster to keep in an active state. Simulations were conducted to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm. The results illustrate that CDSWS outperforms existing algorithms with respect to coverage guarantee, algorithm efficiency and energy conservation.
Algorithm 1 -Procedure of initiative searching 1 : for search for the mergingTarget if it exists { 2 : if the state of the cluster is Decision { 3 : set the state of the cluster Contending; 4 :
if the state of the cluster is not Disposed { 5 :
send MERGE_REQ to mergingTarget; 6 : } 7 :
set WaitPossibility = 0.9; 8 :
while the state of the cluster is not Decision { 9 :
set the WaitPossibility-= 0. 
